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Guys, now that Israel has problems, we have to really pray, really hard for them.
We  have  to  show  some  humanity,  towards  humanity  for  once.  That's  really  a
disaster and we must follow up as much as we can.

I know you want to sent many prayers their way, so I remind you, we have this
schedule of prayers to make for Israel.

It’s only a returned commodity after 2000+ years of them having their own 'priests'
and 'gentiles' praying from the jewish prayerbook for our states, nations, families
and us too. We need to return the favors with more favors when this is able. Jews
have done a lot to this world.

Every sunday, people of our own races, go to the church to say things like this, with
their heart, soul and mind:

Exodus 11:4 -5,6

"4 Moses said, "Thus says the LORD, 'About midnight I am going out into the midst
of Egypt, 
5  and  all  the  firstborn  in  the  land  of  Egypt  shall  die,  from the  firstborn  of  the
Pharaoh who sits on his throne, even to the firstborn of the slave girl who is behind
the millstones; all the firstborn of the cattle as well. 
6 Moreover, there shall be a great cry in all the land of Egypt, such as there has not
been before and such as shall never be again.…"

"Excellent information! I like the other verses about rape too. I think they are an
amazing culture in general to have in White Nations and everywhere else.", said
Tom Goyimins, on the hashtag #PrayForIsrael, who has recently adopted 60,000
kids Via Unicef. The CEO of Unicef gave a direct interview from her rolls royce,
saying she thanks Tom Goyimins and that he is the prototype of what all people of
the world should be becoming, after she emphasized in regards to the extreme
importance of helping the poor and the disabled.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724022058/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic17315.html#p86423


Tom  Goyimins  continued  in  his  BBC  (Ronie  Jakub's  Racemixtons  channel)
interview:

"Thank  you  Israel!  You  are  amazing,  peace  loving,  very  nice  people.  I  always
wanted to be turned into a cyborg, have my life dominated by artificial intelligence,
race mix myself to non existence, and deliver of course my nation and state to you.
I have adopted 60,000 black children, and I really hope these will wash away the
sins of being born White. The other time I skinned myself, and whipped myself 6
million times because I believe in Catholicism and want to follow the ways of the
lord jewsus. Jewsus is a jew and that is quite a blessing to follow the jews! It’s not
like we, the poor gentiles, had any other culture before you! thankfully you gave us
the 10 commandments and the demonic texts like the code of hammurabi were
removed.  Now we know, there are 10 rules  in life!  (However,  Cash-em Willing,
Blessed be hit, we can murder on occasion, rape, etc. etc.! It’s a bit complicated for
those who do not understand the trooth of jewsus!)

I don't know where would we all be without sexual insanity, race mixing, endless
retardation,  massive  brainwashing,  genocidal  agenda,  free  speech  censorship,
staged  invasion,  hundreds  of  jewish  instigated  civil  wars  (thank  g-d!!!!),  WW1,
WW2. I myself after having engaged in enough race mixing, have chopped off the
cause of sin, as because as jewsus said, if your thingie causes you to sin, pluck it
out. I followed this advice to the letter. I almost died from bleeding at the hospital,
but I guarantee you, all the blood went straight into the toilet by my own admission,
since it’s the evil blood of the Amalekites! As I passed away in my hospital bed, I
said to myself, Tom Goyimins, think. 

How could  we live  and call  life,  life,  if  it  wasn't  for  this  great  Communist  Mao
Zedong to murder some 50,000,000 Asian people? Where would we be without
Stalin?  



How would our globe be more blessed than the systematic usury and state debts
that all states have and cannot escape! Every decent and peaceful human being
sleeps  very  nice  at  night  knowing  that  enough  'g-dless'  palestinians  are  dying
everyday. It’s such a relief that Africa is drowning in impoverishment. Where would
we be without Karl Marx and his fellow millionaire Engels, to let us know about the
worker's rights that the evil (((plutocracy))) has exploited! It wasn't jews entirely, this
I know! It’s been like only 99.98% jews in the Plutocracy! So therefore not fully
jewish plutocracy! The rest 0,02% were only HALF jewish from their father's side!
Half jews are not jews! They are enemies of the jews like Brother Nathanael!

Where would I be, knowing that in the future, 'lovemaking' will be NOT done with
robots, and that people wouldn't be living in a virtual reality? Where would humanity
be weren't it for the jews to teach us the laws of g-d, such as killing people because
of  masturbation?  How  happy  would  we  have  been  wasn't  AIDS  invented  in  a
laboratory, so that the merciful one, Cash-em, blessed be shit, sorry I meant IT,
didn't stop us from senseless procreation! 6 trillion Souls, all have went straight to
Cash-Em, the merciful one blessed be he, of the Jews!

Where would civilization be without vibrant multiculturalism and one in five women
in Europe, and more than half of the planet, being systematically abused thanks to
ideas of violence (g-dly violence!) professed in these books of Abraham! 

Just where would we be? How can days go by without giving mercy to people who
kill your family, and make our states poorer, so you know, we can understand how it
is to live with less, and not with more, as to not get carried away by the wealth of
the devil! 

Thank Cash-Em, the blushed one, most of the wealth is on the jewish hands! This
way we can sleep at  night  knowing  that  everything  is  under  the control  of  the
Jewish God, who after all loves us enough to throw us into eternal hellfire.

I was spiritually blind, but now I have my logic!

If I ever feel lost, I got to jewtube. Sorry I meant youtube, and I type in "Doomsday
prophecy 2016".  Immediately I  wake up to the tru again.  Mighty is the terror of
Cash-Em. I make a monthly donation to Israel as well because I think this is exactly
what I  should be doing, cause as it  says in the bible in regards to money and
wealth:

They were pleased to do it, and indeed they owe it to them. For if the Gentiles have



shared in the Jews’ spiritual blessings, they owe it to the Jews to share with them
their material blessings. - Romans 15:27 (NIV)

No matter  what  crimes happen,  remember!  Dualism is  an illusion!  Therefore all
negative and depraved acts are still the will of G-d! Nothing bad in it! Jewsus may
have said when it comes it will attempt ruling with a rod of iron and kill some billions
of disbelievers, but who are we to question Cash-Em? Mysterious are the ways of
g-d!

The planet also needs to be destroyed because the earth belongs to Satan. All
fellows need to remember this. So let's endlessly pollute it until the end of time! G-d
will just make another one! No problem whatsoever!

Where would we be without all these BLESSINGS we have received.

We just feel obligated to BLESS them back."

Such  as  MOVING STORY of  TOM GOYIMINS.  I  feel  obligated  to  PRAY FOR
ISRAEL!

Seriously,  now that  Israel  is in deep problems, we need to pray.  Prayer is also
entirely legal. Let me show you what material we will be praying, for these very
influential people.

We have a purpose to humanity to pray for Israel guys.

Pray hard on these RTR's, 24/7. All of us must prey. Sorry, pray.

Shower  them with  blessings  and  prayers,  as  they  have  been  doing  for  us  for
thousands upon thousands of years.. Pray so that humanity will be delivered.

Satan really CARES for Israel. In what way, all of us here know!

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724022058/https://josministries.prophpbb.com/
topic17279.html

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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